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On Completion of Codes with Finite Deciphering Delay 
VERONIQUE BRUYERE, LIMIN WANG AND LIANG ZHANG 
We show a construction to embed a code with finite deciphering delay into a complete one, 
which preserves rationality and thinness properties. In consequence, each rational (thin) code 
with finite deciphering delay is included in a rational (thin) maximal code with the same delay. 
1. INTRODUCfION 
The theory of codes is born in the 1950s in the framework of Shannon's theory of 
information. It has been developed in an algebraic direction by Schiitzenberger and his 
school [7]. This theory is now a part of theoretical computer science, connected 
with theories such as combinatorics on words, automata and formal languages. 
A code is a language X ~ A * defined as the base of a free submonoid of A *. Thus 
any message coded using the words of X has a unique deciphering. However, the 
unicity of the decoding does not mean that the decoding is easy to perform. For 
instance, if the letters x, y, z in a message are respectively coded by the words, 
a, ab, bb, then the receiver of the coded message beginning with abbbbb . .. cannot 
decide if it starts with a or abo 
Prefix codes are codes with instantaneous decoding: none of their words appears at 
the beginning of another one. In this paper we are interested in codes with finite 
deciphering delay generalizing the notion of prefix code: reading a coded message 
from left to right the decoding can begin after a finite delay, without waiting for the 
end of the message. Prefix codes have delay 0, although code {a, ab, bb} has an 
infinite delay. 
All codes are subsets of maximal codes, and the investigation of maximal codes is 
active and important in the theory of codes. A fundamental result is the equivalence 
for rational codes between the algebraic notion of maximal code and the combinatorial 
notion of the complete code [7]. One of the recent trends is the problem of, 
given a code X ~ A * , constructing a maximal code Y ~ A * of the same nature 
which contains X. 
For instance, Restivo pointed out finite codes not included in any finite maximal 
code [6]. It is not yet known whether the embedding of a finite code into a finite 
maximal code is decidable. This open problem is motivated by Schiitzenberger's 
conjecture on the commutative equivalence of finite maximal codes to prefix ones [1]. 
Let us mention some other known embeddings: every finite (rational) prefix code is 
clearly effectively included into a maximal one [1]. Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg 
proposed a combinatorial construction to include each rational code into a rational 
maximal code [3]. Perrin proved, by use of formal series, that every finite biprefix code 
is included in a maximal code biprefix and rational [5]. 
Concerning the families DA(d) of codes with finite deciphering delay d (d ~ 0), a 
famous Schiitzenberger's theorem states that any finite maximal code with finite 
deciphering delay is necessarily prefix [8]. This means that it is impossible to embed a 
finite code with finite delay into a maximal one unless it is prefix. 
Very recently, Bruyere [2] on one hand, and Wang and Zhang [9] on the other hand 
worked independently on the question asked in [1, p. 129], whether 'there exists a 
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simple construction to embed a code with finite deciphering delay into a complete one'. 
More precisely, it is shown in [2] that each code in DA(d) can be effectively included in 
a complete code in DA(d), and the proposed method gives rise to an algorithm which 
includes any finite code X E DA(d) into a rational maximal code Y E DA(d). Wang and 
Zhang also obtained a construction to embed a code with finite deciphering delay d 
into a complete code with delay d':oS 2d, the construction preserves rationality and 
thinness (a property generalizing the rationality) showing that each rational (thin) code 
X E DA(d) is included in a rational (thin) maximal code Y E DA(d') with D':oS 2d [9]. 
The techniques used in [2] and [9] are both combinatorial but are rather different. The 
method the authors have followed to solve the problem is essentially the same. 
In this paper we expose a third method to embed a code XED A (d) into a complete 
code Y E DA(d). We derive an algorithm to include a given finite (rational, thin 
respectively) code X with finite deciphering delay d into a rational (rational, thin 
respectively) maximal code with the same delay. This generalizes both results in [2] and 
[9] and it completely solves the embedding problem for the family of codes with finite 
deciphering delay. 
The construction and the proofs we will detail are mostly inspired from those 
presented in [9]. We succeed in keeping the deciphering delay d for Y (instead of 
d':oS 2d) by a better control of the deciphering delay, as is done in [2]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We mainly use the notations and definitions of [1]. 
Let A be a finite alphabet and A * the set of all words formed with the letters of A, 
including the empty word 1. We denote by I w I the length of a word w E A *. The 
operations we use on the subsets X, Y £; A * are classical boolean and rational 
operations: the union X U Y, the intersection X n Y, the difference X - Y, the 
complementation X = A * - X, the concatenation product XY, the star X*, the plus 
X+ = X* - {1}, the left and right quotients 
X-1Y= {w EA* 13x EX, 3y E Y:xw = y}, 
xy-1 = {w EA* 13x EX, 3y E Y: x = wy}. 
Rational sets are defined as usual as the smallest family containing the finite subsets 
X £; A * and closed under the union, the concatenation product and the star. 
We also need the following properties on words u, v E A *: u is a factor of v if 
3w, w' E A *: wuw' = v; if w = 1 (and w' =1= 1) then u is a (proper) left factor of v and 
we denote u :oS «)v. We define (proper) right factors in the same way. The words u, v 
are comparable, u == v, if u:oS v or v:oS u; otherwise they are incomparable. F(X) and 
FpR(X) respectively denote the sets of factors and proper right factors of words in X. 
X £; A + is a code if 
VX1, X2, ••• , Xn, Yl> Y2, ••. , Ym EX, n, m ;;.1: 
X1X2· •• Xn = Y1Y2· .. Ym =>n = m and Xi = Yi Vi. 
lt is equivalent to say that any morphism g from B* into A * which induces a bijection 
between some alphabet B and X is always injective. Thus if a message is encoded by 
replacing each of its letters b by the corresponding word g(b) of X, then the coded 
message can be deciphered in a unique way. For instance, X = {a, ab, ba} over the 
alphabet {a, b} is not a code as the coded message aba has two distinct decipherings: 
a . ba and ab . a. 
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X is a prefix code if no word of X is a proper left factor of another one. In that case 
the deciphering of a coded message is done instantaneously by a left-to-right reading. 
Clearly, the set {a, ba, b 3 } is a code which is prefix, and the deciphering of the coded 
message a2b4aba is easy to perform: a . a . b 3 • ba . ba. 
Codes with finite deciphering delay generalize the family of prefix codes: when 
reading a coded message from left to right, its deciphering can already begin after a 
bounded 'delay' without waiting for the end of the message. More precisely, a code 
X ~ A + has a finite deciphering delay d if d ;:. 0 is the smallest integer such that 
VXI, X2, ... , Xd+l1 X EX, Vw EA*: 
XIX2·· ·Xd+1W EXX*:::}XI =x. 
We denote by DA(d) the family of codes X ~A+ with finite deciphering delay d. So 
prefix codes compose DA(O). For every d;:. 0, the code {a, adb} has deciphering delay 
d. On the other hand, the code {a, ab, b2} has an infinite deciphering delay (we must 
wait for the end of the message abn to decipher it); thus it belongs to none of the 
DA(d)'s, Yd. 
X ~ A + is a maximal code if there exists no code Y ~ A + which strictly contains 
X. X is a complete code if Vw E A *: A *wA * n X* '* 0. X is d-complete if Vw E A *, 
Vx E Xd: xwA * n X* '* 0. A fundamental result of Schiitzenberger states the equiv-
alence between maximality and completeness for thin codes which are codes X such 
that F(X) '* 0. The equivalence also holds for finite and rational codes as they are thin 
codes [1]. A version adapted to the families D A (d) is proposed in [4]. 
THEOREM 1. [7] Let X ~ A + a thin code. Then X is a maximal code iff it is complete. 
[4] Let X E DA(d) a thin code. Then X is a maximal code iff it is d-complete. 
Another important theorem of Schiitzenberger shows that no finite code with finite 
deciphering delay d;:. 1 is included in a maximal one. 
THEOREM 2 [8]. Any finite maximal code with finite deciphering delay is prefix. 
For instance, the code {a, ab, b2} over the alphabet {a, b} is a maximal code 
because any word w E A * can be prolonged at the beginning to obtain some word in 
X*: A * w n X* '* 0 (Theorem 1), but it has an infinite deciphering delay as it is not 
prefix (Theorem 2). 
In the following sections, we detail and prove a construction to embed an incomplete 
code XED A (d) (with d > 0) into a complete code Y E D A (d), we show that it keeps for 
the code Y the rationality or thinness of X. As a consequence of Theorem 1, each finite 
(rational, thin, respectively) code with finite deciphering delay d is included in a 
rational (rational, thin, respectively) maximal code with the same deciphering delay. 
Notice that the finiteness of X cannot be preserved for Y due to Theorem 2. 
We will suppose that the deciphering delay d is ;:.1 as the embedding is known for 
prefix codes [1]. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF Y 
Let X ~ A + be an incomplete code with finite deciphering delay d;:. 1. We define the 
following sets: 
(i) the set P of the shortest words p which are not factors of any x E X and which has 
no x E X as left factor: 
P = (F(X) - XA *) - (F(X) - XA *) . A +; 
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(ii) the set Rl equal to the union of the previous set P and the set of the words xp 
(with x E X+, pEP) such that it is possible to find some words y, x' E X* such that 
x'x <y ~x'xp, but in that case x' is never the empty word: 
Rl = P U {xp I X EX+, pEP, xp ~X*FpR(P) and X*xp nX*FpR(p):;I:0}; 
(iii) the set R of the words xp (with x E X+, pEP) not belonging to Rl1 formed with a 
word of X followed by a word of R 1 and such that any left factor y E X* of xp is always 
a left factor of x: 
R = {xp I x E X+, PEP, xp ~ X*FpR(p) and xp =XoXlP 
with Xo E X, Xl E X*, XlP E R I, XoXlP ~ R l}; 
(iv) finally, the set Y = XU RRt. 
Notice some properties of the sets P, Rl and R. 
REMARK 3. (a) R n Rl = 0. 
(b) VXl, X2,"" Xn EX, Vp E P: 
XlX2' .. XnP E R U Rl :::}XjXj+l ... XnP E RI Vi, 1 < i ~ n + 1. 
We will show in the following sections that the set Y is a d-complete code (Theorem 
9) with the same deciphering delay as X (Theorem 4), which is rational (respectively 
thin) when X is rational (respectively thin) (Theorem 15). 
First we give an example of the construction for the code X = {a, a2b} over the 
alphabet {a, b} with deciphering delay 2: 
P = {ba, b2}, 
Rl = P U a . {ba, b2} = {ba, b2, aba, ab2}, 
R = a2b . {ba b2 aba ab2} = {a2b2a a2b3 a2baba a2bab2} 
, " ""
4. Y IS A CODE WITH DECIPHERING DELAY d 
The set Y we have constructed is a code and has the same deciphering delay d as X. 
THEOREM 4. Y is a code with deciphering delay d. 
We need several lemmas before giving the proof. 
LEMMA 5. Let r =xp E R (x E X+, pEP). If there exist y, y' E X* such that yx ~y' 
and yr == y', then yx = y' . 
PROOF. Suppose yx<y'. Then x*xpnX*FpR(P):;I:0 by definition of P. Then 
XP ERn R 1, in contradiction of previous remark 3(a). 0 
COROLLARY 6. (a) X*RA * n X* = 0. 
(b) X* R is a prefix code; any w E X* R has a unique factorization yp (y E X+, pEP). 
PROOF. (a) This follows directly from Lemma 5. 
(b) Suppose 
yxp ~y'x'p' with y, y' E X*, xp, x'P' E R. 
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The words yx and y'x' are equal by Lemma 5. So P ~p'. As P is a prefix code, P = P' 
and yxp = y'x'p'. 0 
LEMMA 7. Let rl = xp E RI (x E X*, pEP). If there exists y E X* such that x ~ y and 
rl==Y' thenx=y. 
PROOF. Suppose x <Yo The word rl belongs to RI - P by definition of P and we 
must have xp E X* FpR(P)' This is impossible. 
COROLLARY 8. (a) RIA* nX*RA* =0. 
(b) RIA*nY*=0. 
(c) RI is a prefix code; any rl E RI has a unique factorization XP (x E X*, pEP). 
(d) RI ~ L.J.!:~xnp - XdA *. 
PROOF. (a) Suppose that rl == yr with rl E Rv Y E X*, r E R. We write rl = XIPl1 r = 
xp, where Xv x E X*, Pv pEP. So 
XIPI == yxp. 
By Lemmas 5 and 7, Xl = yx; moreover, PI = P because P is a prefix code. By remark 
3(b), as XIPI E RI and X is a code, XP = XPI ERn Rv which is impossible. 
(b) We already know that RIA * n X* = 0 (Lemma 7). The conclusion follows from (a). 
(c) Obvious with Lemma 7. 
(d) We know that Rlr;;;.X*P. Suppose some rl=xpERI (XEX*,PEP) belongs to 
X d A *: rl == Y with Y E Xd. Recall that d ;;. 1, so rl E R I - P by definition of P. We have 
from definition of R I - P that 
where x', x" E X are distinct. 
But y ~X by Lemma 7. It is impossible, as X has deciphering delay d. o 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. As any set with finite deciphering delay is a code [1], we only 
prove that Y has deciphering delay d. Suppose the contrary: 
3yv Y2,' .. , Yd+1 E Y, 3w EA*, 3zv Z2,'" , Zn E Y: 
YIY2' •• Yd+I W = ZlZ2 ••• Zn and YI =1= Zl (where Iwi < IZnl). 
One of the y;'s and z/s must belong to Y - X as X has deciphering delay d. Moreover, 
by Corollary 6, 
X*RA*nx* =0 
and then it is impossible that each z/s belongs to X. 
Suppose first that some Zj is in RR: and all y;'s are in X . Again by Corollary 6, we 
must have 
Zl,' .• , Zn-l EX, 
Let us write Zn as Xprl, where XP E R (x EX+, pEP) and rl E R:. By Lemma 5, 
As X has deciphering delay d, n = 1. Let us write XP as XoXIP with Xo E X, XIP E RI . 
Again, because X has delay d, YI =Xo, Y2'" Yd+l ~xv which contradicts Corollary 
8(d). So one of the y;'s and one of the z/s belong to RR:' By Corollary 6(b) and as X is 
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a code, the words Y1 and Z1 belong to RRt. Moreover, as Rand Rl are prefix codes 
(Corollaries 6(b) and 8( c » , 
either Y1 = rr1'~' Z1 = rr1 
or Y1 = rrl> Z1 = rr1'~ with r ER,'1 ER;, r~ ERr. 
The first case cannot occur, otherwise '~A* n y* *0 (Corollary 8). In the second case, 
to avoid the same contradiction, (as Iwl has been chosen < IZnl) n = 1 and 
Y1Y2· .. Yd+1 = rr1Y2 ... Yd+1 < Z1 = rr1r~. 
So 
Y2· .. Yd+1 < r~. 
Recall that we have supposed d ~ 1, so Y2, ... ,Yd+1 exist and all belong to X; 
otherwise r~A* nX*RA* *O (Corollary 8). Let 
On one hand, X1P1 E R1 - P (recall that Y2 E X), so 
where x, x' E X are distinct. 
On the other hand, Y2 ... Yd+1 ~X1 by Lemma 7. It follows that 
XX*Y2··· Yd+1A* nx'x* *0. 
This is impossible, as X has deciphering delay d. 
5. Y IS A d-COMPLETE CODE 
o 
We know that Y is a code with the same deciphering delay as X. It is also a 
d-complete code. 
THEOREM 9. Y is a d-complete code, so a complete code. 
Again we need a lemma to prove this property of Y. 
LEMMA 10. P U (X - XA +) is a O-complete prefix code. 
PROOF. P and X - XA + are prefix codes. Using the definition of P, it is not difficult 
to prove that their union Z is again a prefix code. Let us now show that 
Vw EA*: wA* nZA* *0. 
If wA * n XA * * 0, the result is clear. Otherwise, let u It F(X) (X is not complete), 
then wultF(X), wultXA* and wuA*nPA**0. Thus wA*nZA**0. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 9. Suppose that Y is not a d-complete code. 
3w EA*, 3y E y d: ywA* n y* = O. 
We consider the factorization Y1Y2 ... YnU of the word yw: 
yw = Y1Y2 ... Yn U, 
where Vi Yi E Y and u It y+ A * is of minimal length. As Z = P U (X - XA +) is a 
O-complete prefix code, there exists Z E Z such that Z == u. By minimality of lui and as 
ywA * n Y* = 0, Z It X, Z E P. 
Let the smallest i, 1 ~ i ~ n + 1, such that YiYi+1 ... Yn E X*. Then, for all j ~ i, 
Yj Yj+1 ... YnZ f X* FpR(z) 
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because lui is minimal and ywA * n y* = 0. Let j;;;. i minimum such that 
YjYj+l· .. YnZ E RI (we know that Z E RI). 
If j > i, then Yj-IYj ... Ynz E R, again a contradiction. 
So j = i. If i > 1, then Yi-I exists and belongs to RRL then Yi-IYi ... Ynz E RRi and 
the same contradiction holds. Finally, i = 1, YIY2· .. YnZ E RI and Y E X d by Corollary 
8(a). With definition of Rv there are two distinct words x, x' E X such that 
XX*YIY2··· YnZ nx'X*FpR(z) #=0. 
But Y ~ YI Y2 ... Yn and Y E Xd. This is impossible because X has deciphering delay d. 
D 
6. Y IS RATIONAL (THIN) IF X IS RATIONAL (THIN) 
From the previous results, we know how to embed an incomplete code X with finite 
deciphering delay d into a complete code with the same delay. The construction of Y 
preserves the rationality or the thinness of X. But first let us prove independently that 
Y is rational if X is finite. 
PROPOSITION 11. If X is finite, then Y is rational. 
PROOF. We show that the sets P, Rand RI are finite. P is finite because for every 
word u in F(X) of minimal length, 
lui ~n + 1 where n = max{lxllx EX}. 
From Corollary 8(d), RI and R are finite too because RI ~ u~:~xnp, R ~ Ut=1 xnp. 
D 
Before proving that Y is rational if X is rational, we show the following lemma. 
LEMMA 12. Let X, P, T ~ A * be rational sets. Then the set S = {xp I x E X+, PEP, 
XP E T . FpR(p)} is rational. 
PROOF. S is equal to the set 
with 
X =X+ n {w EA* I w-IT =x-IT}, 
Px = P n (x-IT -1)A*. 
Indeed, if XP E S, then x EX, XP E T· FpR(p), i.e. PEP n (x-IT -1)A*. Conversely, if 
WE X and P E Px , Then Pw = Px and WP E S because 
PEP, 
This new definition of S shows that it is rational. First recall that the family of rational 
sets is closed under the boolean and rational operations and under the quotients U-IT, 
TU- I with T a rational set. Now, Px is clearly rational, X is rational too (consider the 
minimal automaton recognizing T, then X is recognized by the same automaton where 
the unique final state is the state associated with x-IT), the union in (*) is finite 
because there is a finite number of distinct sets X and Px = Pw for all WE x. D 
PROPOSITION 13. If X is rational, then Y is rational. 
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PROOF. If X is rational, then P is rational because F(X) = (A *)-lX(A *)-1 is 
rational. Let us now prove that Rand R1 are rational using the previous lemma. The 
thesis will follow. 
R1 - P is obviously equal to the set 
{xp I x E X+, PEP, xp E {(X*)-lX* - X*} . FpR(P)}. 
The set T = (X*)-lX* - X* is rational as X is, so R1 - P and thus R1 are rational by 
Lemma 12. R is also rational because R is the set 
(XR1 - R 1) - {xp I X EX+, PEP, xp E X*FpR(P)}. 
Indeed, R is included in this set. Conversely, let x'p' ft S = {xp I x E X+, PEP, xp E 
X*FpR(p)} such that x'P'=XoX1P1 with XoEX, X1P1ER1 and XoX1P1ftR 1. Then 
p' =P1 otherwise x'p' =XoX1P1 ES. 0 
PROPosmON 14. If X is thin, then Y is thin. 
PROOF. We first prove that P is thin by showing that Vp E P, Va EA :pa ft F(P). 
Suppose the contrary: 
3p E P, 3a E A: upav E P for some u, v EA*. 
Then up ft F(X) as p ft F(X), up ft XA *; otherwise upav E XA * n P. So upav E 
(F(X) - XA *)A +, which is impossible. 




and the family of thin sets is closed under the union and concatenation product [1]. 
Suppose that R: is not thin, i.e. R1 is complete. By Theorem 1 and Corollary 8(c), 
R1 is a prefix and maximal code. Thus R1 is O-complete again by Theorem 1. Let r E R 
(Y is complete and X is not), as R1 is O-complete, 3r1 E R 1: r1 ;;: r. This is in 
contradiction with corollary 8(a). 
We are now able to state the main theorem using Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 15. There exists a simple construction to embed a code X E DA(d) (d ~ 1) 
into a complete code Y E DA(d). Any finite (rational, thin, respectively) code with finite 
deciphering delay is included in a rational (rational, thin, respectively) maximal code 
with the same deciphering delay. 
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